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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cln denote the Banach space of all 27t-periodic and continuous 
functions defined on [ - rr, rc] under the sup-norm. For 0 < CY < 1 and some 
positive constant K, the function space H, is given by 
H,={fGn: If(x)-f(r)l~Klx-~1”). (1.1) 
The space H, is a Banach space [S] with the norm 








~“f(X> Y) = Ix- Yl pc( If(x) -f(Y)I (x z Y). (1.4) 
We shall use the convention that d’f(x, y) = 0. The metric induced by the 
norm (1.2) on H, is called the Holder metric. 
Let s,(f; x) be the nth patrial sum of the Fourier series at a point x of 
f E czr Then we write the Borel’s exponential mean of (s,(f; x)) by 
I2 p. 1821 
B,(f; xl = ew( -PI Z dfi x)p”ln! 
II=0 
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Throughout the paper we suppose that 0 < 6 < n/4 and we also write 
2~.(U)=f(X+U)+f(X--)-22S(x). (1.6) 
Q-71 1” F( u + n/p) sin pu exp{-p(l -WU+~/P))~ du (1,7) 
P dp u(u+ 4P) 
where 
F(w) = 4\-(w) - 9,JM’). (1.9) 
Recently, Mohapatra and I [4] have obtained the following result 
concerning the degree of approximation by using the Holder metric: 
THEOREM A. Let 0 < b < CI < 1 and let f E H,. Then 
IIB,(f)-fllI,=O{p-‘“-~““‘(logp)ll”).. (1.10) 
In this context, we first obtain Theorem 1 for H,-space which gives a 
better estimate than what has been obtained in Theorem A and then we 
obtain Theorem 2 for the functions in the subspace of H, which gives a 
Jackson order for /J = 0: 
THEOREM 1. Let O<j<a<l andlet fEHZ. Then 
IIB,(f)-fllp=~{PB~llogP}. (1.11) 
THEOREM 2. Let fEH, (O<LY<!). Then, if 
-1% P’C P 
I - tc’ Iq4y(t+n/p)-4,(t)l exp(-pt2/3)dr=O(p “), (1.12) * np 
ilB,(f)-fll,,=~{p”~“(logp)““} (0 d fi < CI 6 1). (1.13) 
2. LEMMAS 
We shall use the following lemmas in the proof of the theorems: 







The proof of the lemma is an easy consequence of the definitions of dX(u) 
and H,. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 < 6 < z/4 and let f E H, (0 < u < 1). Then, for all x, 
9-==jb t-‘d,(t) exp{ -p( 1 - cos t)} [sin(p sin t) - sin pt] dt 
RIP 
= O(p-“). 
ProoJ: We first observe that 
3( 1 - cos t) > t* (O<t<6) (2.3) 
and also 
Isin(psin t)-sinptl62 Isin{+p(sin t- t)}l 
dp [sin t - tl = O(pt3). 
Then, by (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), we get 
3 = O(P) I6 t*+ OL exp( -pt*/3) dt 
ZIP 
(2.4) 
=0(l) J6 tl+a % (-exp(-pt2/3)} dt 
RIP 
=O(p-‘)+O(l)j3:A t”‘${-exp(-pt2/3)}dt 
= O(p-“) + O(1) 6, tOL exp( -pt2/3)) dt 
= O(p-“) + O(P-~‘~) 6, F3 dt 




tlia i { -exp( -pt*/3)} dt 
= [-t’+a exp( -pt2/3 )I :,A + ( 1 + ~1 J3:, ta exp( -pt*/3) dt 
= O(p-“) + (1 + a) f3:, tm exp( -pt*/3) dt. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. Let 0 < 6 < 1114 and f E H, (0 < c( d 1). Then, ,for all .Y, 
x exp{ -p( 1 - cos t) I- exp (-p(l-cos(t+z))}]sinptdt 
= O(p- “). 
The proof of the lemma may be obtained by using the inequality 
expj -p( 1 - cos t)} - exp {-P(l-cos(t+;))]~ 
=exp{ -p(l -cos t) 
= Q(P~v-P~*/~)) 




LEMMA 4. Let f E H, (0 < c1< 1). Then 
M,=O(p-“)+Q,. 
Proqf: We have 
MP=M,,I+M,.*+Mp,3+Mp.4r 
where 
M,.1= -;p(u+;) u(;:;p) 
x [exp( -p(l - cos u)} - expj -p( 1 - cos(u + 7c/p))}] du 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 






XlP u(u + Z/P) 
M,, 4 = 71 j” F(u) 
sin pu 
p 2nip 4u + X/P) 
exp{-p(l-cosu)}du. 
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sin pu 




F(u)exp{ -p(l -cos U)> =- 
P X/P u(u + n/P) 
_ F(u + n/p) exp( -p(l - cos(u + X/P))) 
b + dP)b + 2ZnlP) 1 sin pu du 71 I 6 + TIP F(u) sin pu -p d u(u + X/P) exp{ -p(l -cos u)} du 
+ M,. I - M,, 3 
= M,. I - M,, 2 - M,, 3 
6 F(u + n/p) sin pu 
+%I, (u+71/p)(u+271/p) 
x u)> -exp {-p(l-cos(u+#]du 
F( u + n/p) sin pu 
u(u + f.qp)(u + 2X/P) 
exp{ -p( 1 - cos u)} du 
It 
s 
6 + XlP 
F(u) 
sin pu 
-j 6 u(u + Z/P) 
exp{ -p(l -cos u)} du 
where 
=- M P,~-MP,~+M~,~+M~,~, (2.7) 
and 
Mp’6’ -% j:+n’p F(u) u(~:~p, exp{ -p(l -cos u)} du. 
Now substituting for M,,, from (2.7) in (2.6) we get 
2Mp=Mp,,+Mp,,+Mp,,+Mp,,+Mp,,. 
By (2.2) it is easy to get 
M,,i=o(~-~) (0 < c( < 1, i= 3, 5, 6) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 




<n u+i exp{-p(l-cosu)) 
( ! 
<7c u+i exp(-pu*/3), 
( > 
by (2.3), we get 
Mu + G)l exp( -pu*/J) du 
= O(p-*) 1’ u’-* f { -exp( -pu2/3)} du 
l/P 
= O(p-“). 
Finally, by (2.3) 
l44,,2l = Q, + OWL) [,I,,, r u’- * exp(-pu*/3) du 
IL P 
= Qp+ O(p-“). 
Collecting (2.8) through (2.11), we get (2.5). 
(2.10) 
(2.11 )
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We write 
z,(x) = Bp(f; xl -f(x). 
Then, proceeding as in [ 11, 




By (2.2), we have F(U) = O(u’), therefore proceeding as in [I], we may 
obtain that 
I, = O(p-“) (i’l, 3). (3.1 ) 




nl2 = F(u)exp(-p(l-cosu)}cos(psinu)du 
ZIP 
+ j” F(u) cot i 2u exp{ -p( 1 - cos u)} sin(p sin u) du 
ZIP 
= O(p-‘) I” 
X/P 
d-l f { -exp( -pu2/3)} du 
(by (2.2) and (2.3)) 
+2 j6 u-l F(u) exp{ -p( 1 - cos u)} sin@ sin u) du 
ZIP 
=0(p-“)+2 J” Z.-I F(u) exp{ -p(l - cos u)} sin(p sin u) du 
ZIP 
4 u-1 F(u)exp{-p(l-cosu)}sinpudu+O(p-“) 
n/P 
+2 [” u-‘F(u) exp( -p(l - cos u) 1 [sin@ sin u) - sin pu] du 
= R + @,I-‘), (3.2) 
by Lemma 2, where 





u ~ ‘F(u) exp( -p( 1 - cos u)) sin pu du 
RIP 
- I a-n’p (~+71/~)~‘F(u+71/~)exp(-p(l -cos(u+Q))} sinpudu 0 




exp{ -p( 1 - cos(u + n/p))} sin pu du 
> 
=M,+R,+R,+R,+R,, say. 





u + 4P 
exp{ -p(l -cos(u+z/p))} sinpudu 
1 
= O(p -“) 
and, by Lemma 3, 
R, = O(p-“). 
Finally, by (2.2), (2.3), and Lemma 4, we get 
M, + R, = 2Q, + O(p-“) 
+ib,,,& 1 u CM PI 
F( )-F +z up’exp{-p(l-cosu))du 
=2Q,+O(p-“)+O(p-‘) j6 _ zr2 
log pi.“: p
f { -exp( -pu2/3)J du 
=2Q,+O(p-9. 
Now collecting the estimates, we get 
R=2Q,+O(p-‘) 
and hence combining it with (3.2), we get 
I, = 2Q, + O(p - “). 
However, f~ H, (0 < CI 6 1) implies that 
F(u+x/p)-F(u)=O(p-“) (O<a<l) 
and hence 
Thus substituting the estimate for Q, in (3.3), we get 
I2 = O(p-” logp} (O<n<l). 
Now using (2.1) and the inequality 
u < R sin $4 (0 <u < n) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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in Z, (i= 1, 2, 3), it is easy to see that 
I, =0(/x-yl”) J:” u-’ Isin($u+p sin u)l dz.4 









Ii= (zi)l-bla (zip. (3.8) 
Now replacing Zi (i = 1, 3) by their estimates in the first and the second 
factor on the right of (3.8) respectively from (3.5) and (3.7), we get 
Z,=U{lx-yl~p~-~} (i= 1, 3). (3.9) 
Also replacing Z2 by its estimates in the first factor from (3.4) and in the 
second factor from (3.6) on the right of (3.8), we get 
z,=O{~x-y~~p~-~logp}. (3.10) 
Thus from (3.9) and (3.10), we get 
sup (d%(x, y)l = sup Ir,W - ~,(Y)l 
x5 Y -7 Y IX-YIP x # y XfY 
= U{p+” log p}. 
Also d,.(u) = O(u’) and proceeding as above, we get 
(3.11) 
Il~pll c = sup IB,(.L XI-f(X)I = %-” lWP1. (3.12) 
-n<x<n 
Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we get (1.11). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Remark. The above proof of Theorem 1 is given basically for proving 
Theorem 2 since the result of Theorem 1, as suggested by the referee, may 
be obtained directly as follows. 
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For ,f~ H,, we have (see Prossdorf [S] ) 
llf-s,t(f)ll,d Kd-” log n llfll, (Obfl<r< 1). (3.13) 
And from (J .5), we may get 
.f’(.x-B,(f;x)=exp(-p) f [f’(x)-.~~(,fi.~)] $ 
,I = 0 
which implies that 
ll.f-B,(f)ll,dexp(-p) f llf-.~,(f)ll,i p”ln! 
n=O 
G K ll.fll, exp( -p) f (n + 1 )‘I mz log(n + 1) p’/~! 
n = 0 
(by (3.13)) 
GK llfll, P”-” logp, (3.14) 
by using the inequality 
exp(-p) f (p”/n!)(n+ 1) ‘,log(n+ 1) 
?I=0 
d const. p-” log p (3.15) 
for 0 <E < 1 and 1 <p < co, which may be proved by using Jensen’s 
inequality and taking into account that the function 
g(y)=(y+l)‘~“log(y+I) (I> I”) 
is concave and monotonically increasing 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
By (1.12), we get 
Qp= O(P-“h 
Hence, using it in (3.3), we get 
Iz= O(p-“). (4.1 I 
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However, we have 
z, = (z,)‘-b’” (zp (O<B<aGl) (4.2) 
and therefore replacing Z2 by its estimates given by (4.1) and (3.6) respec- 
tively in the first and the second factors on the right of (4.2), we get 
z*=O{(x-y(“p~~~(logp)~‘~) (OdB<a<l). (4.3) 
Proceeding as in Theorem 1 and using (4.3) and (3.9), we get 




Arguing as in Theorem 1 and using (1.9), we may also obtain that 
lItpI c = w-7 (O<a<l). (4.5) 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we get (1.10). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. COROLLARIES AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, we first give two corollaries, one from each theorem. 
After that, to emphasize the fact that there do exist functions in H, which 
are neither trivial (e.g., constant functions) nor linear, we give examples of 
functions which are in H, (0 < a < 1). 
The following result is the case /I = 0 of Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 1. Let f~ Czn n Lip a = H, (0 < a < 1). Then 
Ilf-&mllc= e-” ~wd. (5.1) 
The case p = 0 of Theorem 2 is 
COROLLARY 2. Let f~ H, and let (1.12) hold. Then, 
Ilw-)-fllc=~w”~ (O-co!< 1). (5.2) 
Corollaries 1 and 2 may be compared with Theorems 4.12.3 and 5.1 of 
Holland [ 3 1, respectively. 
Finally we give two examples of functions, one for H, (0 < a < 1) and the 
other for H,. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let for -7r<u<n, h> 1 -$ and O<a< 1, 
fa,b(~)= f Chsin(nu+nu) 
n=, 
Then 
f”.b(U)Eff, (0 < x < l), (5.3) 
where a=$+&1 and O<a<l. 
Proof We shall use the following result [6, p. 2001: 
s,(u) = i exp(im”) exp(imu) = O(n’-“,2’“), 
VI=1 
(5.4) 
uniformly in U. 
We observe that the series C,“=, II -’ sin(n” + nu) converges uniformly to 
a continuous function on [ -7c, rc] whenever b > 1 - $12 and 0 < a < 1 (see 
[6, p. 2001). Therefore f+(u) is continuous on [ -71, x]. Also ,f,, ,,(u) is 
non-linear and 2rr-periodic. 
Now, by Abel’s transformation and (5.4) we get 
fa.du)= f An * lz 
n=l 
,C, sin(k" + h), 
where for any sequence (y,), Ay, = y, - y, + , . Hence we have 
Ifa,dx)-fa,b(y)lG 5 Aneb b,(x)-~,(.~)l 
n=l 
T x 
=C + c =P+Q,saY, 
n=l Tc I 
where T is the integral part of (Ix - yl ) -I, and by (5.4), 
Q=O(l) 5 n--b-(‘/2)u=~{~X_y~~}~ 
n=T+I 
However, by the mean value theorem 
P= i Anpb 1(x-y)&(z)I, 
II==1 
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where z is some number lying between x and y. Also, by Abel’s lemma 
Is~(z)l = i m exp(im”) exp(imz) 
m=l 
6n. max i exp( im”) exp( imz) 
l<mo<n m=mo 
= O(& W29~ 
by (5.4). Thus 
P=Wlx-Yl) i ,‘-b--(l/*)a=O(IX-yla), 
II=1 
Thus collecting the estimates obtained for P and Q, we get (5.3). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let for real u 
f(u) = f (n log ,)-3’2 sin n(u + log n). 
n=2 
Then f is non-linear, 2n-periodic, and f E H, . 
Compare this with (3.12) of Zygmund [6, p. 2431. 
Remark. As an example of a function f to satisfy (1.12) for 0 < c1< 1, 
one may consider f(u) = sin U, which is 2x-periodic and non-linear. 
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